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Chapter 231: Expedition of the Six

Nations!
Twenty days had passed since the start of Sanctuary Three’s
construction.
The West City Area and North City Area of Graymetal Ruins had
been
modified into temporary sanctuary areas with the completed
basic layout,
including walls, power plants, residential areas, electricity
network, and all

the basic facilities.
Han Xiao’s [Sanctuary Three] main storyline mission that had
thirteen
construction requirements and a three month target now only had
three
uncompleted.
There were still ten days until one month—he would easily
complete it
within the period.
In that case, the mission would be completed sixty days in

advance.
According to the multiplier, the reward would be multiplied six

times!
There was no such thing as too much experience for Han Xiao; he
would
never let such an opportunity slip through his fingers.
What would be completed within a month was only the basic
layout. The
overall requirement of the main storyline mission [Sanctuary
Three] was to
build a completed sanctuary three, so there was still a long way to
go.



The good thing was, once the progress followed the right path, he
did not
have to care too much about the construction anymore. However,
he had
never actually cared anyway.
With Huang Yu’s help, it was easy for Han Xiao.
For the sake of more credit, Huang Yu was extremely diligent to

showcase
his usefulness so that by the time reward were distributed
according to the
amount of contributions one had made, he would receive a lot of

credit.
The assistant whom Bennett had sent was indeed quite capable.
At least,
Han Xiao had been satisfied with Huang Yu’s efficiency till now;
he took
care of everything very well.
The only bad thing about it was that Huang Yu was a man, not
pleasing to
the eye at all.
As the saying goes, when there’s something to do, the secretary
will do it;
when there’s nothing to do, do the secretary.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
Han Xiao had only heard of that saying. Unfortunately, he had
never been
part of it. He still remembered the owner of the small store below

his house.
The single old man that kept telling him how many CEOs he knew
and how
s*xy their secretaries were. For the sake of the five percent off
that Han
Xiao received, he did not expose those lies.



The single old owner had dreamt of the luxurious lifestyle full of
women,
and in his eyes, even a fart from a beautiful lady had a flower-like
fragrance. Every time he talked to Han Xiao about this topic, Han
Xiao
would always show his contempt and tell the owner that this was
not a
noble lifestyle one should wish for—it would be better for the
owner to
refill his stocks and stop buying fake instant noodles. Every time

that Han
Xiao ate the instant noodles bought from him, there were no
seasoning
packages, and he had to chew them dry!
Anyway, other than the assistant not being pleasant to the eyes,
everything
else in the sanctuary was going well.
According to the discussion on the forums, there were currently
60,000
players working in Sanctuary Three; it was livelier than a street

market.
There were about 130,000 to 150,000 players in the entire

Southern
Continent, so almost half had gathered in Sanctuary Three. Its
popularity
was not hard to imagine.
There were a lot of players but only a little more than 2,000
wanderer
residents. With the harsh environment of Karst, there were not
many
wanderers.
To achieve the ‘Players’ Main City’ plan. there had to be enough

number of
NPCs to provide functionalities to the city. The [Sanctuary] main



storyline
missions could only attract the players for so long, and as soon as

the
sanctuary was completed, the players would all be gone if there

was nothing
to attract them to stay.
All good things must come to an end.
Han Xiao wanted the players to be attracted to the sanctuary.
Therefore, he had to largely increase the residents of the

sanctuary, and with

more important people like Emerald Grass to provide unique
functions, the
sanctuary would provide more uses to the players.
The most direct way to increase the population was to migrate
people from
other large colonies. Han Xiao thought of Lu Cheng, Alumera,
and such
right away, he put this all into consideration.
…
Clank!
Visit to discover_new novels.
Metal finger blades and a retractable knife clashed and pushed
against each
other. The weapon vibrated and made squeaking sounds.
In the small empty square, Frenzied Sword, who had metal claws

on his
arms, was fighting with Hao Tian, who waved the retractable

knife. Bun-
hit-dog watched the two pro players spar, but he did not record

due to
privacy reasons.
Further away, Han Xiao leaned against the recliner chair casually

and



observed their fight.
Both Frenzied Sword and Hao Tian were pro players, and to hone

their
skills, they instantly agreed to spar with each other. After
sparring once, it
was like a fire that could not be put out. They sparred dozens of

times a day.
The professional league was drawing close, and the pro players

had to
prepare for it.
Between LV 20 to 40 was the time when PVP was most popular.
PVP
between players could be seen all around the sanctuary, and it

negatively
impacted the security measures.
Han Xiao immediately gave an order that sparring was not
allowed in the
safe areas within the sanctuary, but they could go to the ruins if

they wanted
to fight each other, and no one would care. If they went there,
they might
even help to demolish the old buildings.
Only a safe area could be considered as a main city.
The two pro players finally stopped after a long fight, with
Frenzied Sword
at a slight loss.
It was normal in the early stages for a Heroal Pugilist to lose to a
Pugilist that specialized in close range combat. They would have

their own
specialties once their level was higher.
In the hundred or so times they sparred, Frenzied Sword did not

win even
once, but Hao Tian did not look down on Frenzied Sword because



of that.
Rather, he was shocked.
“You have a lot of potential, very suitable to battle in the pro

scene,” Hao

Tian encouraged. Hao Tian believed in Frenzied Sword. Being
able to fight
against an extremely experienced god player like himself was a
clear
indication that Frenzied Sword had a lot of potential.
Furthermore, Frenzied
Sword was still relatively new to E-Sports.
Although Hao Tian was cold, it was because he focused on honing
his
gaming skills. He would always be joyful upon meeting players

that were
highly skilled, and he felt a sense of similarity toward Frenzied

Sword.
Frenzied Sword scratched his head. Not only was he not

frustrated by losing
to God Hao at all, he had actually learned a lot of techniques and

felt more
controlled during combat. He noticed that he did indeed have a

lot of
potential in close range combat. Han Xiao had made a very

accurate
deduction and given him the right advice.
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
The weapons that Frenzied Sword was using were called Leopard
Heroal Claws. It was a cold weapon blueprint that Han Xiao had

received from fusing knowledge.
Leopard Heroal Claws were similar to the Heroal arms. They had
an exoskeleton structure that covered the forearms, and the

various finger



parts were equipped with claw-like blades. Through the

activation of the
gears within, the blades would spin rapidly, which could easily

cut through
metal plates that are one centimeter thick.
Han Xiao had built this equipment especially for Frenzied Sword.
Frenzied
Sword was the first player to follow him, and they had known

each other
since the closed beta, being rather reliable the whole time. Han
Xiao had
made plans for Frenzied Sword’s Heroal Pugilist path—Leopard
Heroal Claws were suitable for Frenzied Sword at the current
levels,
and they had even stronger power than the light Heroal arms at
close
range.
Once Frenzied Sword was at a higher level, Han Xiao planned to

build
Compounded Magnetic Chain Split Blades and
Magnetically-Controlled
Retractable Armor for Frenzied Sword. Such equipment would

make
Frenzied Sword stand at the top of the players, and Frenzied

Sword would
be able to do more things for him once he was stronger.
Hao Tian was a Pugilist. Han Xiao did not have any arrangements

for him,
letting him go with the flow.
Maple Moon had chosen to become a Hero, and she was very

interested in building. She even did missions for Emerald Grass

and wanted
to advance class into a Pharmacist. She also offered to take over

the



missions to take care of Bear Cub, which saved Hao Tian from

hell. In fact,
she was walking Bear Cub at that moment.
As for Bun-hit-dog… Han Xiao had very low requirements for

him.
Reports just had to be able to run fast.
Bun-hit-dog had released another video recently that introduced

Sanctuary
Three. It had received quite good feedback on the forums, and he

deserved
part of the credit for contributing to the sanctuary’s reputation.
In recent days, the pro players that accepted the hidden storyline

missions
from Han Xiao had completed their missions one by one. Han
Xiao had
noticed a few suitable candidates and placed them onto his
possible spare
tire list. Han Xiao had no plans to expand his spare tire team

temporarily—
his resources were just right for four players. There would be

some trouble
if there were more.
Ding dong.
While Han Xiao sat causally under the sun, a message appeared

on the
laptop on his lap.
Han Xiao moved his fingers and clicked open the message.
Instantly, he sat
straight up, and his expression became very serious.
It was a very short message, but it signified the beginning of a

storm.
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

“The Six Nations have started their expedition!”



Chapter 232: Planet Aquamarine

War!
In the four lands of Planet Aquamarine, the Six Nations controlled
the
Southern, Northern, and Western Continents. The land of Andrea

in the
middle had once been the main battlefield of the old era, and it

was heavily
polluted, filled with radiation, desertified, and abandoned. The
Germinal
Organization had occupied it and made it into their headquarters.
The intelligence about the Germinal Organization that Han Xiao
had sold
half a year ago had shocked the Six Nations, and the bases that

the
Germinal Organization had operated for years had all been
destroyed. The
Germinal Organization had been using these bases to threaten the
Six
Nations all these years, and now that they had been destroyed,
the Six
Nations had nothing to fear anymore. So, they finally decided to

make the
Germinal Organization pay.
The expedition began.
A war did not start out of nowhere, especially one that involved

almost the
entire planet. The fires of war would only start once the military

power and
resources had arrived at the battlefield.
After a few months of preparation, the expedition finally started

on Galaxy
Calendar year 688, 16 September.
More than a dozen large navy divisions left their military port



simultaneously. With the carrier as the core, countless escort
ships and
destroyers with tens of thousands of soldiers on board marched
forward.
The Six Nations have discussed the strategic layout for their joint
combat.
The General Commander for the Navy was Lin Lin from Raylen, a
pure
soldier without any political biases, experienced and steady, the
person that
was agreed by all the highest ranked officials of the Six Nations.
Lin Lin
commanded the navy to attack Andrea from various directions for
a full
invasion.
The Germinal Organization had also planted defensive measures
and
military power along the coastline with the navy and air force to
protect
their control of the coastlines.
The first wave of battle was missiles.
The Germinal Organization engaged first and sent out their
long-range
missiles, wanting to destroy the Six Nations’ navy before they

entered their
vision range. However, the missiles were destroyed midair by the

antimissile systems of the aircraft carriers. The aircraft carriers
returned the
favor and fired missiles back at Andrea. Similarly, the Germinal

Organization was saved by their land-based anti-missile devices.
Firing missiles at each other did not have any results, so the

direction of the
battle still depended on the results of real combat.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.



The fleets engaged each other violently on the seas of Andrea.
The two
armies fought against each other, explosions erupted
continuously on one
battleship after another, and there were ships sinking all the time.
Although the main focus of large battlefields was the various war
machines,
the impact of superhumans could not be ignored. Without

precautions, a
strong superhuman could slaughter an entire ship of soldiers and
destroy a
battleship from the inside single-handedly. The existence of
superhumans
brought a lot of uncertainties to the battlefield, but luckily, the
power
difference between the Germinal Organization’s executive
officers and Six
Nations’ superhumans was not very large—they both suffered
wounds and
restrained each other.
As the main storyline of the great war had been brought forward
because of
Han Xiao, the players that joined the expedition missions could

only watch
and did not have much of a chance to join in with the sea battle.
Their level was way too low. They would not have had any

impact if they
engaged; they would only have died.
The navy commander on the Germinal Organization’s side was a
high
ranked sea battle commander of a long dead nation. The fleet of
the
Germinal Organization was fierce like wolves under his control,
but the Six
Nations held their ground very firmly like they clearly knew the



Germinal
Organization’s strategies. Thus, the Germinal Organization’s fleet

suffered
huge losses.
On the southern battlefield, Stardragon’s ‘Long Star’ and ‘Flying

Dragon’
fleet tore the Germinal Organization’s formation open. Hesla’s
‘Scorching
Sun’, ‘Plundering Bird’, and ‘Sharp Spear’ fleets headed straight

in and
destroyed the islands that provided resources to the Germinal
Organization’s
fleets. The other four nations also had their own strategies on

their side of
the battlefield.
Han Xiao had given a lot of information to Stardragon before the
war
started, and the Six Nations had an advantage because of this

information.
It was because of Han Xiao’s intelligence that they could take the
lead in the
battle, and the high ranked officials of the nations did not forget

that.
The navy commander of the Germinal Organization’s ship was
sunk during
the sea battle. The cannons had turned him into pieces, and the

vice
commander, Anther, immediately took over as commander.
In the face of the Six Nations’ siege, Anther could not stand his

ground and
lost a large area of the sea within just three days, eventually
giving up the
coastline control and moving the troops back to the land for
defense. The
Germinal Organization was going to use their home advantage in



Andrea to
fight against the Six Nations.
After gaining control of the coastline, the Six Nations locked
down the seas
nearby. The fleets surrounding Andrea were equipped with

pervasive sonar
detectors that prevented the submarine attack or escapes. Like a
huge net,
the entire land of Andrea was surrounded. The Germinal

Organization had
nowhere to flee to.
Visit for a better_reading experience
The aircraft carriers became moving air force bases and
challenged the
Germinal Organization’s control of the sky as they fought against
the
Germinal Organization’s air forces. Nuclear bombs were the last

resort, and
they would not be used unless there was no other choice.
The transport ships dropped off the ground troops on the
coastline.
The ground troops of the Six Nations had finally put their feet on
Andrea.
The ground war had started.
The result of the ground battle could largely impact the ending
result of the
war, and according to the intelligence provided by Han Xiao, they
just had
to destroy these military bases that were equipped with
anti-missile devices.
Then, their aircraft carriers would be able to fire missiles and

utilize their
destructive powers. The Germinal Organization would soon be

defeated.



Without anywhere to flee, the Germinal Organization would only

lose more
territory as the war went on, and their only ending would be

death. If the
Germinal Organization wanted to change the situation, they had

to think of
other ways. The commanders of the Six Nations were sure that

the
Germinal Organization had hidden strategies, and they were both
trying to
figure out each other’s aces.
Anyone could see that the Germinal Organization was at a huge
disadvantage. The Six Nations held councils of war internally

many times
and came to a conclusion that the Germinal Organization had
close to no
chance of winning. The only thing that they had to be cautious of

was the
‘Hand of Death’ system that Han Xiao had told them of, the
Germinal
Organization’s last resort.
To get rid of nuclear threats, the Six Nations sent special agents
and
infiltrated the various military bases that controlled nuclear
weapons
according to Han Xiao.
…
In the Germinal Organization’s explosion-proof, underground
headquarters,
the situation of the war was being presented to the leader.
The high ranked officials of the Germinal Organization were
depressed. It
was only the start of the war, yet the situation had been

continuously



heading toward their loss. The Germinal Organization indeed had

no chance
against the Six Nations on paper, but they still had certain

strategies, which
should have had a surprising impact on the ground war.
Visit to discover_new novels.
In Han Xiao’s previous life, the Germinal Organization and Six

Nations had
been on par during the start of the war. The Germinal

Organization had
been able to divert the Six Nations’ attention with their bases
across the
continents. Their military power on the actual battlefield had

been nearly
equal.
But now, the Germinal Organization had been wounded by Han

Xiao—
victory seemed to have favored the Six Nations so much that
there was
close to no chance of changing it. The situation was completely

different to
his previous life.
All of this was the impact from a tiny butterfly, Han Xiao!
Nobody knew how they could win the war, but the calmness on

the leader’s
face made everyone believe he had a way.
“Port of Holm, Aviary, and Temefa… all of the thirteen ports are

lost. The
Six Nations have been sending their ground troops to the shores
non-stop.
From the North, Raylen and Theseus are attacking the Sunset

Valley base
and Black Tree base. If these bases are lost, we will lose part of
the missile



launchers. The other four nations are pushing in steadily, and the

guarding
division lead by Bark and Mu Haishan had been defeated. They
are
marching toward the important bases. The goal of the enemy is

very clear;
they are aiming at our bases equipped with missile launchers and
antimissile devices. They even know the detailed information of

these bases.
They definitely have very key intelligence of ours,” the

commander
reported with sweat all over his head.
“It’s Zero,” the leader said so calmly that it was almost scary. He
was used
to it.
This result further proved his speculation of Han Xiao having
predicting
abilities. Zero would always be the biggest threat to the

organization as long
as he was alive. Intelligence would only be useful when there was

enough
power to make use of it, and unluckily for them, Zero danced

between the
Six Nations and used their power.
Unfortunately, the Germinal Organization could not do anything

about it.
Zero was like a mouse that was always hiding. They could only

hope that
the prediction from Destiny’s Child would be true, and Zero

would come to
the headquarters. The leader had countless men surrounding the

headquarters—he just had to give the order, and an enormous

encirclement



that extended more than a thousand miles would be formed.
Nothing was overkill in order to capture Zero.
Zero’s strength was not to be taken very seriously, but there was
a very high
possibility that he would bring a lot of help along, and the leader

was
confident that no matter how much help Zero would bring along,
the only
ending for them would be death under this huge trap that he had
planned.
As for whether or not Zero’s predictive power could predict these
traps he
had set, the leader had run a small experiment to test it. He had
mixed up
some of the military strategies and noticed that the Six Nations
were
unaware of these changes. From that, he knew that Han Xiao’s

‘prediction’
had limitations, or at least, it was not completely accurate. Thus,
the leader
had no choice but to believe in Destiny’s Child.
This_content is taken from
As a passive party, he could only wait.
The leader slammed the table with his gloved fist and said very
coldly
under his mask, “We would only have a chance at victory if we

kill Zero.”
Chapter 233: Level 60!
The impact that the war had was very huge. Other than Andrea

being in the
flames of war, organizations all over Planet Aquamarine had their

own
reactions, and most of the civilians were terrified.
As Han Xiao had said in the speech that he stole from Bennett, the



scars of
the old era had yet to heal, but they were torn open with blood

and
awakened the lingering fear within people’s mind. All the
high-positioned
people of the society were paying a lot of attention to the war,
and the
lower-class people were affected as well. The goal that the
Germinal
Organization was promoting was to overthrow the Six Nations,
and there
were many remnants of dead countries all over the world that
had mixed
feelings.
At the same time, the brutality of war seemed infectious. Violence
occurred
more often everywhere around the world; robbers in the wild

became more
active due to the chaotic situation of the world, forcing wanderers
to mass
migrate. However, this was rather beneficial to the Dark Net. The
sanctuary
plan proved its use—all of the sanctuaries attracted a wave of
residents.
Other than the Southern Continent, the players in the Western

Continent and
the Sanctuary that did not join the sanctuary missions had also
acquired
other benefits. Missions were plenty in the chaotic world, which
satisfied
the players’ needs.
…

[Fall of the Germinal] current progress: 27.1%.



The entire world was paying attention to the battle, and the Dark

Net was
no exception. Han Xiao, who was in Sanctuary Three, far away
from the
battle, was also paying attention to the information continuously.
He had
two sources of intelligence, one being the battle situation

intelligence
collected by the Dark Net, the other being the battle videos on the
forums
shared by the players.
It had been more than ten days since the war started. The
situation kept
changing. The progress of Han Xiao’s Germinal Organization

main
storyline that had been stagnant for a very long time suddenly
shot up five
percent, and it was still growing.
He shared intelligence with the Six Nations, which meant that he

had
contributed indirectly to the Six Nations’ achievements.
Therefore, he could
share a part of the overall progress.
Flames of the war filled the skies far away. Han Xiao watched the

flames
from Sanctuary Three, and the basic layout of Sanctuary Three

was also
being completed in the meantime.
The players were joyful. They were filled with pride and a sense

of
achievement. This was a city that they had built, and they felt a

sense of
belonging toward it.
Compared to the joyful players, the residents in the sanctuary



were feeling
down because of the atmosphere of the war. The sanctuary
reaching its
completion brought them some safety, but they were still mostly

worried
and afraid of the future.
The war affected everyone around the world; only players were

unaffected.
That was because they did not have to consider the future at all.
The more chaotic the world was, the happier the players were.
Han Xiao received the short-term reward for achieving the

requirements of
the sanctuary main storyline. It was completed 61 days in

advance; thus, he
received a bonus 610% experience, totaling to 568,000,000
experience.
This was the mission that had given him the most experience up
till now.
There was also the reward of relationship points with the Dark
Net
increasing by 1,250, achieving the relationship tier of [Respect].
The overall grading of [Sanctuary Three] has also jumped from D
to B,
which showed that the plan had been carried out perfectly this
time.
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The short-term requirements did not update, which meant that

there would
not be any guidelines after this. In order to complete the

[Sanctuary Three]
mission, the entire sanctuary had to be completed. The more

mission
requirements that were completed, the higher the final overall
grading



would be.
The construction of the sanctuary was on the right track already,
so Han
Xiao did not have to worry about it at all. He just needed to leave

it to
continue the construction.
Duu—Duu—
Bennett called with a surprising tone. “The early stages of

construction for
Sanctuary Three is already completed‽”
Han Xiao laughed faintly and said, “Compliment me.”
Bennett was speechless. After a long pause, he finally said, “On a

serious
note, the progress of Sanctuary Three is already ahead of

Sanctuary One.
You have help from the Inhumans, so Sanctuary Three might be

the first to
be completed. Keep this up, I have a lot of hope for Sanctuary
Three. As
you know, the wilderness has not been safe since the war broke

out.
Wanderers have migrated in mass. Our sanctuary can be of use

right now,
so try to bring as many people in as possible.”
Han Xiao wrote this down on a paper and planned to give it to
Huang Yu to
take care of.
The high ranked officials within the Dark Net could not believe
this result,
saying that the progress of Sanctuary Three had already exceeded
Sanctuary
One, how could it make sense?
The use of Inhumans was clearly shown. The people of Dark Net



received
insights from Han Xiao. They planned to also hire some Inhumans

as
workers—this would be beneficial to the entire sanctuary plan.
Bennett said a little more before hanging up the call. He was also
paying
attention to the war, but he did not mention much about that

topic. That was
because the Dark Net was considered a neutral party—there was
no need
for them to join in this storm.
However, he did not know Han Xiao’s plans.
As the war breaks out, the Germinal Organization will have a

hard time to
even take care of themselves. I could pay them a visit. The
thought flashed
through Han Xiao’s mind; he had been waiting for this

opportunity for a
very long time.
He had three goals—one was to receive direct progress of the
mission [Fall
of the Germinal] and increase its completion percentage.
Another goal was to save Aurora, free Hila who would be

extremely strong
in the future, and hopefully create a positive relationship with

Hila. He had
wanted to do this for a very long time and had only been waiting
for a
suitable opportunity. Now was no doubt the best time to save

them.
The guarding power of the Germinal Organization’s headquarters
should be
very low at the moment.
His third goal was related to his own growth, which also had to



be
completed in the Germinal Organization’s headquarters.
Han Xiao was planning to act alone, only then would it be

stealthy enough.
Andrea had become a battlefield now, so it would only be easy for
him
alone to cross the battlefield and the Germinal Organization’s
security, then
head to their headquarters.
His confidence came from his strength that had improved once
again.
Five pieces of purple equipment lay in front of him. He had
completed the
class advancement mission in this month. With the first success

he had, the
rest had followed easily.

The source of this_chapter;
Class Advancement Requirement: Build 5 Purple Equipment

above level

1. Progress: 5 / 5
Class Advancement Succeed!
You have received a new class [Magnetic Ring Hero Lv. 1],
+70
Energy, +2 DEX, +1 END, +4 INT

You have received 4 Free Attribute points

You have received 1 Potential points

You have learned [Advanced Machinery Affinity]!



You have learned [Surging Heroal Force]!

You have learned [Electromagnetic Energy Extraction]!

You have learned talent [Energy Modification]!

Magnetic Ring Hero, also called Basic Hero, was where one
graduated from being a trainee and pushed open the doors of the
superhuman Hero class, looking into the beautiful scenery behind
these
doors.
The Magnetic Ring Hero’s specialty was utilizing the
electromagnetic
element energy into building machinery and increasing its
affinity, thus
improving its efficiency and quality. It was more

superhuman-like.
After becoming a Magnetic Ring Hero, the energy of the Hero

class would be called [Heroal Force] and could be used in many
aspects of the machinery. The newly awakened ability [Surging

Heroal
Force] allowed the user to use energy to increase the power of
machinery,
similar to Overload, but this was a continuous ability that causes

very little
damage to the machinery. It was a basic use of the Heroal Force
and
also a prior requirement to many advanced abilities.
[Electromagnetic Energy Extraction] was the same as [Energy
Training
Technique]. It was a growth ability that could increase energy. Its
effect was
based on the INT attribute, and the only difference between them

was that



this skill was unique to Heros.
[Energy Modification] was a talent whose introduction was ‘You
have
discovered the key to building machinery—fuse your energy into
the
various building steps.’ Its effect was to increase the quality and

efficiency
of the machinery built based on the energy level. It was one of the
specialties of Magnetic Ring Heros and a core talent of the Hero
class. As an example, Han Xiao currently had a little more than

1,600
energy, which would increase his efficiency in building

machinery by about
20 to 25%.
A breeze of freshness could be felt in Han Xiao’s brain, extending
all over
his body. A large amount of new knowledge appeared in his head.
Han Xiao
squinted his eyes in comfort. He could feel the clear changes of

class
advancement, and his control of machinery had improved once

again.
New class, stronger power!
I have finally advanced class. Han Xiao clenched his fists.
Excitement filled
his heart. The enormous amount of experience on his interface

could finally
be used again.
[Magnetic Ring Hero] needed 3,650,000 experience to level up

from
Lv.1 to Lv.2, three times what was needed when leveling up

[Trainee
Hero] from Lv.14 to Lv.15. The higher the tier of the class, the
more



experience was needed to level up.
Without hesitation, Han Xiao immediately leveled [Magnetic Ring

Hero] to Lv.5, spending 20,000,000 experience without blinking!
Visit for a better_reading experience
Rich!
His overall level reached 60!
One year and more than two months after he joined Galaxy, Han
Xiao
finally reached max level in version 1.0!

LV 60 class advancement mission [The Ultimate Trial]: Push one’s

limits
during battle. Find and ascend the hierarchy of life.
Mission Requirements: Acquire 2,000 Trial Points. Current
progress:
0/2000
Trial Points are gained through killing enemies. The stronger the
enemies
are, the more Trial Points. The harder the victory (calculated by

the amount
of health lost), the more the Trial Points.

Advertisement

As expected, the version has no restriction on me because I’m not

a player.
Han Xiao had expected this long ago, but he still could not hold

back his
happiness.
What this meant was that as long as he completed the class
advancement
mission, he could become the only one on this planet to break

through level



60!
He would stand on the peak of Planet Aquamarine, a place that
no one
could reach!
Just thinking about it made Han Xiao very excited.
His eyes looked beyond planets; it was the entire universe of
Galaxy.
This type of class advancement mission requires a large amount
of combat
and killing. I have to first see what kind of enemies give me Trial

Points.
Low-level ones are out for sure. It has to be high-level strong
enemies, Han
Xiao thought.
Since he was going to Andrea, he could try to complete the class

advancement on the way. Only the battlefield would be filled

with strong
enemies, and only then could he go all out.
He could damage the Germinal Organization at the same time. It
was a
steady but a little playful plan, just as how Han Xiao had always

been.
Putting this matter aside, Han Xiao assigned the Free Attribute

points,
which all went to INT as usual.
Afterward, he spent 25,000,000 experience to max the level of

the newly
acquired [Advanced Machinery Affinity] and [Surging Heroal
Force].
The tons of experience that he had stored could finally be spent
on
something.
Seeing the experience turning into his strength step by step, Han



Xiao felt a
sense of fulfillment.
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Looking at the interface, his Combat Power Level grading had

exceeded
2,000. He was at grade C!
Chapter 234: Hiring Path

A Grade C superhuman was at the peak of Planet Aquamarine.
They had
stronger resistance and destructive power, and they were

considered to be
‘Basic Planet Explorer Standard’ in the universe.
Achieving LV 60 would not guarantee a C grade. It also took into

consideration the standard of abilities, talents, and attributes.
Most of those
who were level 60 in Planet Aquamarine were just at grade D+;
only those
like Bennett were at grade C. There were only about twenty grade
C
superhumans across the whole of Planet Aquamarine.
Han Xiao now stood among the very top.
He was more confident.
Since he had decided to go to the battlefield, he had to prepare

for it.
After advancing his class to [Magnetic Ring Hero], his Heroal
skills had improved another level. Han Xiao spent a few days

enhancing his
equipment once again and built some new machinery that might
be of use.
However, he did not delay for too long as the Germinal

Organization was in
a dire situation and might turn Aurora into drugs any time; he
had to save



her as soon as possible.
After he finished his preparation, Han Xiao called Huang Yu over

in the
evening and said, “I have to leave for some time, about half a
month most
likely. You will take care of the matters in the sanctuary during

this time.”
I was already the one doing that… Huang Yu did not say this
sentence that
he wanted to. Instead, he asked, “Your Excellency, where are you
going?”
“Don’t ask what you shouldn’t ask.” Han Xiao carried his

equipment bag
and said, “The construction of the sanctuary is on the right track.
Make sure
it stays that way, or you know the consequences.”
Huang Yu hastily nodded.
Han Xiao walked out of the room and toward the helipad; the
helicopter
was already waiting.
He observed the current situation of the sanctuary on the way.
There were a
lot of players, and it looked very lively. Other than the

construction, the
newly joined wanderer residents also hired players to do some
simple jobs.
The outline of the players’ main city that he had imagined could
already be
seen.
Han Xiao planned to act only for this rescue operation.
Visit for a better_reading experience
The Six Nations had locked down the Andrea Battlefield. If he
approached



as a third party he would be taken as an enemy and attacked. It
was not easy
to get close to the battlefield, and Han Xiao could not just close in
while
taking a plane like before—he had to go through the official
procedures to
enter the battlefield.
…
On the coastline of the Southern Continent was Stardragon Stone
Port Base.
Three heavy cargo planes were being checked before taking off.
They had
the mission of carrying important resources over the sea. In the

small square
beside the plane, hundreds of people in various clothing were

either
standing or sitting. They did not wear the uniform of Stardragon

military,
but they shared the same aura that they were not to be messed
with. They
stood in distinct groups and sized each other up.
These people were mercenaries belonging to different
organizations.
Mercenaries were not rare in such large-scale wars, and the Six

Nations did
not have any problems with hiring them.
Mercenaries were like hounds searching for the smell of blood,
taking part
in wars to earn themselves a fortune.
As the saying goes, people are gathered by profit and separated

by profit.
Even some contract killers in Blood Pact Society wanted to be
part of it.
Most of the contract killers just had their names associated with



the Dark
Net; they were not technically subordinates and were not under

Dark Net’s
command.
There were many superhumans among mercenaries. These were
the power
that the Six Nations needed; there was no such thing as too many

superhumans. The party taking the lead in the war would receive

help from
all over the world, and using this help effectively could further

expand one’s
advantages. The situation of the ground combat between the Six

Nations
and the Germinal Organization was rigid. A large number of

super soldiers
that the Germinal Organization had produced gave quite some
trouble to the
ground troops of the Six Nations, so this was the time when they

needed
more manpower.
There were thousands of battlefields of various scales across
Andrea. The
places where the mercenaries would be most useful was in
comparatively
smaller battles as well as in carrying out strategic missions.
Quality was
more important than quantity.
These mercenaries were taking the cargo plane toward Andrea.
They were
chatting among themselves at the moment. Most of them were

undisciplined, rough men who were acting rowdily. The
Stardragon soldiers
standing in their guarding positions on the side were annoyed by
this



behavior, but they were not allowed to scold these mercenaries as

an order
from above.
Surrounded in a noisy environment, Qin Yuan crossed his arms

and looked
at the surroundings.
The Blades, Goats, and Ice Sculpture Mercenary Organizations…

Tsk tsk,
seems like quite a number of people came, all wanting to earn a

fortune
during the war. Even the killers are here, and the most renowned

ones here
are Crowell from the Wasps and Ghost-level killer ‘Scattered
Shadow’ from
the Blood Pact Society, Qin Yuan thought mockingly.
Qin Yuan was a small time famous mercenary. The mercenaries

organization that he belonged to was also the top among the
others. He
received a lot of attention, and there were a few others that

received the
same treatment as well, including Crowell and Scattered

Shadow—these
two killers had also proved themselves with their battle results.
Everyone in the circle knew that the Wasps Organization and the
Blood
Pact Society were competitors and enemies. Therefore, these two
killers
received the most attention. Many mercenaries wanted to watch

them put
on a show, but they stood in the corner and did not have any

conflict at the
moment.
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Scattered Shadow sized Crowell up occasionally with dread in his



eyes
because Crowell had a bigger name. Staying cautious, Scattered
Shadow
was wary of Crowell.
In comparison, Crowell seemed very casual and relaxed. He
closed his eyes
and rested calmly, looking very confident. He ignored Scattered

Shadow
and felt he was above all.
Qin Yuan sized Crowell up with interest. Suddenly, he saw the

Stardragon
soldiers far away split open a path and allow one person in.
Another new guy. Qin Yuan looked over, but his ridiculing eyes

froze and
turned into shock very quickly. His mouth widened, and he

became
speechless for the moment.
The others looked over as well. The scene that had been noisy just
a
moment ago suddenly turned silent as shock appeared in
everyone’s faces.
A man in black clothes slowly approached and stopped at the
edges of the
team, causing everyone watching to avert their gaze. Chatter
filled with
shock soon rippled through the crowd.
“Why is someone like him here‽”
“Black Phantom can be said to represent the Dark Net—is the
Dark Net not
on neutral ground anymore?”
Han Xiao stood quietly unaffected and did not say a word.
Black Phantom was a legend in the Dark Net. He immediately

became the
center of attention because they did not think that someone of



this level
would be acting together with them.
They were of totally different levels. Just by standing there, Han
Xiao made
these mercenaries shut their mouths in fear. The Stardragon
soldiers on the
side were surprised and contented to see this. Finally, they could

give their
eyes a break. They looked over at these mercenaries that had

been lawless
just moments ago.
Who told you guys to be so full of yourselves, finally learned your
lesson?
Qin Yuan suddenly noticed something. He subconsciously looked

at
Scattered Shadow. The others have also noticed and looked over

as well.
Blood Pact Society was also a member of the Dark Net.
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Scattered Shadow did not think that he would meet a legend from
the same
organization here. He wanted to approach Han Xiao and strike up

a
conversation, but he was afraid of being despised. His eyes were
filled with
a mix of respect and hesitation. Nonetheless, the arrival of Han
Xiao made
him feel much safer and more confident. He stared at Crowell

with taunting
in his eyes like he was going to look for trouble.
Damn it, why is he here too? Crowell’s back was completely

soaked in cold
sweat. The calmness he had earlier on was long gone. Seeing the



provocative look in Scattered Shadow’s eyes, he immediately

turned away
and did not look back. He then walked into the crowd and

decided to be a
coward.
Scattered Shadow felt very relieved and relaxed; it was the first
time he had
felt so good by making use of the fear others had for someone
other than
himself.
Under the strange atmosphere, seconds felt like years to everyone
present.
Then, finally, the plane was ready, and the Stardragon soldiers

announced
that it was time to start boarding. The next moment, like
everyone had made
an agreement, they split open a path, and at the end of it was the

confused
Han Xiao.
Qin Yuan coughed and said respectfully, “Please… please go

first.”
Well, this is quite a good treatment. Am I that scary? Han Xiao

shook his
head, carried his equipment bag, and boarded the plane before

anyone else.
He casually found a seat and sat down. The others only then

heaved a sigh
of relief and boarded the plane respectively.
Whoosh!
After some turbulence, the plane took off.
The official path to go to Andrea for Han Xiao was to become a
mercenary
of Stardragon; this was the easiest way. The reason he had chosen



to use
Black Phantom’s identity and not change his face was, although
the Six
Nations accepted mercenaries into the war, they still would go

through their
records and did not allow anyone that was not trustworthy.
This Black Phantom identity of his not only did help to fight the
Germinal
Organization before but also belonged to the Dark Net; it was a
very
trustworthy identity and was approved easily. Of course, using
the identity
of Black Phantom would impact the Dark Net’s firm neutral
ground
negatively, but these were all small problems in Han Xiao’s eyes.
He actually had another choice, which was to change face and

replace
another mercenary then board the plane secretly, but he felt that
he did not
need to go against the rules if he could enter through an official
channel.
The phone in his pocket started vibrating. Han Xiao took it out,
and it was a
call from Bennett.
He picked up the call, and the next moment, Bennett’s scream
almost broke
his eye drums.
“Come back now!”
Updated_at
Chapter 235: Infiltration 1
Han Xiao moved the phone further away from his ear, before
picking his
ears with his pinky and saying unhappily, “Lower your voice.”
“Why didn’t you discuss with me?” Bennett said furiously. “You



represent
the Dark Net; joining the war means we have lost our neutral

ground. The
impact behind this…”
Han Xiao covered the speaker and looked around at all the
mercenaries who
were eavesdropping with a warning in his eyes. The seats in the

cargo plane
were opposite each other, so everyone saw the look on Han Xiao’s

face.
They were all confused as to how they messed with him.
Qin Yuan was the first to react. He immediately took out earplugs

and
placed them in his ears. The others saw this and understood as

well. They
all followed suit.
Only then did Han Xiao uncover the speaker, and Bennett’s

nonsense
finally came toward the end. He did not hear most of it, but he
still replied
as if he was listening all the time.
“… therefore, don’t get involved in this,” Bennett said. “The
Germinal
Organization will definitely lose. No matter what grudge you

hold against
them, there’s no need for you to settle it yourself.”
“This is a private matter,” Han Xiao replied.
“Of course! How can it not be a private matter‽” Bennett yelled

furiously.
“The Germinal Organization can’t even take care of themselves
anyway,”
Han Xiao said. “Isn’t it good to make use of the opportunity?
Neutral



standings aren’t important in the current situation anyway, so
don’t worry.”
“… You didn’t actually hear any of my analysis just now did
you!” Bennett

was stunned.
Tsk, got found out. Han Xiao shook the phone rapidly and moved

it further
away while yelling, “Hello… I’m on a plane… The signal is

bad…”
“You stop lying to…”
Han Xiao hung up the phone.
Bennett would definitely be unhappy with him doing this, so Han
Xiao felt
somewhat apologetic.
However, that did not mean that he would not do it just because

Bennett
was unhappy. Exterior factors would not determine his actions;
he only
followed his own thoughts.
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Furthermore, Han Xiao was very clear that there was no meaning

to
whether the Dark Net maintained its neutral ground anymore. If
the
Germinal Organization was destroyed, Dark Net would be next on
the list.
The Dark Net always seemed harmless, but no one could be sure

that they
would continue to be in the future.
In the previous life toward the end of version 1.0, the Six Nations
expressed
their intentions to suppress the Dark Net. Now that the Germinal

Organization had met their demise two years in advance and the



Six
Nations were not as damaged, they might suppress the Dark Net

at an even
earlier date.
At this moment, a Stardragon commander walked into the cabin,
waved his
laptop, and said, “Eight hours till we arrive in Andrea. The
destination is
Migratory Birds Port on the south side. These are the basic
situations of the
southern battlefields and some missions. Take a look.”
After he finished, the people looked at up at him in confusion.
The commander was a little stunned. Should there be someone

that would
take the laptop from him? Holding onto the laptop and getting

ignored is
very awkward, okay?
Qin Yuan realized something. He hastily informed the others to

take out the
earplugs and said awkwardly, “Er, please say that again.”
After ten minutes, everyone had a laptop in their hands and was

studying
the information.
Han Xiao suddenly said, “Give me a map of the entire battlefield

with the
Germinal Organization’s territory and their basic layout.”
The commander agreed.
The territory map and the layout of the enemy was not a secret.
He had
received orders to pay attention to Black Phantom and satisfy any
of his
reasonable needs.
The reason that Stardragon treated him so well had to do with
Han Xiao’s



identity. In gaming terms, it was because he had high enough

relationship
points and legendary points.
Intelligence was also a reason that Han Xiao had entered through
the
official channel. It was not easy to penetrate the battlefield, and if
he rushed
in without any knowledge of the enemy’s strategic layout, he
would most
likely end up in a horrible position. The intelligence that the Six
Nations
had was very well rounded, and it was convenient for him to

come up with
an action plan.
“A lot of soldiers near the headquarters. Both ground and air are

locked
down…”
The Germinal Organization headquarters were made up of bases.
The real
core was the explosion-proof fortification hidden underground in

the middle
of these bases—that was Han Xiao’s target.
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Han Xiao realized that there were many small gaps in the
Germinal
Organization’s deployment, which seemed like a chance for him

to head
straight into the headquarters. These gaps were not very obvious

but were
not too secretive.
Feels weird. Han Xiao rubbed his chins as his eyes twinkled.
…
The cargo plane landed in Andrea. The cabin doors opened, and
the smell



of dust and the tight war atmosphere filled the air. Countless
battleships
docked on the sea far away, and sound of helicopter blades

passed above
their head continuously. There were still burn marks from the

coastline
battle in this port. Stardragon soldiers passed by one after another.
Han Xiao alighted the plane along with the others.What followed

next were
all sorts of procedures that took two hours to complete. The
mercenaries
finally crossed the iron net obstruction, boarded the troop

transport, and
entered the battlefield area through the road. The vehicle was
heading
toward a battlefield on the front lines that was fighting with a
Germinal
Organization team in the ruins.
After getting off the plane, Han Xiao had not stopped moving. He
could
feel the tense atmosphere in the battlefield as he passed through
the
battlefield. He occasionally saw refugees in ragged clothes

staggering and
retreating under the soldiers’ lead. These were the wanderers in
Andrea.
Their life was already tough enough, and the war made it even

worse.
The impact of the old era war was still affecting Andrea, the
radiation
pollution was still very severe, so plants and animals were rare.
Many of the
refugees had black yellow scars on their skin, and some of them

even had



tumors.
They alighted the vehicle upon arriving at the destination. Qin
Yuan
approached Han Xiao before the commander came.
“Your Excellency Black Phantom, we hope you can lead us.”
Mercenaries respected the strong, Han Xiao’s position was

undoubted. It
was the safest to act in groups on the battlefield, and it was an

instinct to
follow those who were strong.
Han Xiao waved his hands, picked up his equipment, and left.
Qin Yuan was stunned. He hurriedly yelled, “Where are you

going? That’s

the way to leaving the battlefield. Our mission is…”

Han Xiao’s voice came from far away. “I’m not interested in that

mission.
I’m used to acting alone.”
Everyone helplessly exchanged looks.
There was no need for him to join a team; he could just do things

alone.
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…
A few days later…
Scorching sun burnt the ground of Mika Town, which had

originally been a
colony for the wanderers. It had become a small-scale battlefield.
Short and
tiny buildings were destroyed, bullet shells littered on the ground,
and burn
marks scarred the scenery. There were still flames that had yet to

go out
giving out black smoke.



“Huu, Huu…”

A gasping sound appeared behind a building that was half
collapsed. A few

superhumans in Stardragon combat suits were hiding behind the
wall and
cautiously observing the surroundings. They were Pugilists

cultivated by
the military.With the civilization standard of Planet Aquamarine,
Pugilists
were the easiest to create in large numbers compared to the other
superhuman classes.
“Captain, our situation is very bad. The Germinal Organization

has
outnumbered us. They have a small team of 200 people, 7
superhumans,
and 15 super soldiers.We only have 11 superhumans left, and we
are
separated from each other.”
“I have requested for backup,” Fang Yun said in a low voice.
“The Division
13 agents will be providing the backup as long as we can hold on

for an
hour.”
“An hour… there is still a group of damn Inhumans among the
enemy.
They are too difficult to deal with.”
At this moment, the sound of machine gun fire appeared from

afar. Sounds
of crying and screaming appeared but disappeared the next
second.
There was still a group of refugees that did not retreat
successfully in this
battlefield and hid in fear. The Germinal Organization was

worried that the



people of Stardragon might disguise themselves as these refugees,
so they
killed every one of them.
“With these refugees to stall time, we won’t be discovered so

soon.”
A flash of pity appeared in Fang Yun’s eyes as he nodded heavily.
At this
point in time, they had to make use of everything to protect

themselves. The
battlefield did not allow sympathy, and there was no time to care

about the
lives of a group of refugees.
There is no justice in war.
At the same time, in the second floor of a building, Han Xiao

changed his
face and put on a ragged coat to disguise as a refugee. He stayed
beside the
window and looked out to observe the situation outside.
This battlefield was the target that he had decided with after a
few days of
searching. His plan was to kill a member of the Germinal

Organization
here, switch to his face, and disguise as him, which would allow

for easier
infiltration. He had used this method before, and he planned to

use it again.
It would be as difficult as finding a needle in a sea to find him in
this
chaotic battlefield.
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When he observed the battlefield deployment, Han Xiao had

noticed the
gaps, but he thought that since he could notice this weakness, the



Six
Nations and the Germinal Organization would be able to as well.
It looked
like a trap, so he decided to use his own method.
The risk of breaking directly into the headquarters was too huge,
and Han
Xiao’s destination was the underground headquarters, which
would be
many times harder. It was safer and stealthier to infiltrate by

changing faces
and identity. Even if he was exposed, they would not know his

identity, and
he could still switch to another face and continue infiltrating.
At this moment, a loud bang came from someone kicking open

the doors
downstairs. A group of people came in to search the building.
Chapter 236: Infiltration 2
Ta, ta, ta!
With the sound of footsteps, a pair of people headed upstairs. Han
Xiao
could see through the bullet holes in the walls that these people
had IDs
hovering above their heads.
“Unlucky, it’s a group of players.”
He was wearing his Smart Meta-Optical Mask, but although the

players
could not know his real identity, they could at least see that his

attributes
were all question marks and would immediately be cautious.
As these Germinal Organization players approached, their
conversation
could also be heard.
“What’s your contribution points?”



“127.”
“I have 95. There are no contribution points to killing refugees,
how
annoying.”
Both players of the Six Nations and Germinal Organization
received
battlefield missions. Killing enemies would grant them

contribution points.
The war between organizations should not have opened at this
stage, but
because of Han Xiao’s effect on the storyline, the players joined
the war at a
very low level, and their impact on the war was minimized.
With a loud thud, the door was kicked open. The two players

walked in and
saw Han Xiao in the corner.
“F*ck, another refugee.” One of them raised the gun

immediately and
prepared to fire. His attitude was like the person before him was

equal to an
ant.
Whoosh!
A few blades flew out near the ground and slashed through the
two players’
necks in a flash. Blood shot out as they turned into white light

and
disappeared; they were killed in an instant.
These players were at around LV 20 and had about 300 HP. With

Han
Xiao’s abilities and talents, the damage of his purple

Compounded
Magnetic Chain Split Blades was between 45 and 112, but he
could deal
about three times what was shown on the interface. Taking into



consideration the enemies’ damage resistance and reduction, it
was still a
piece of cake to instantly kill the players around this level.
There were a few more players outside. Han Xiao wore his

Electromagnetic
Scanning Goggles and looked through the wall for their locations.
He
controlled the hovering blades to penetrate the wall and slash
open the
throat of these players. No one could react. The last thing they

saw was a
flash of light.
After killing all the enemies, Han Xiao returned the Compounded

Magnetic
Chain Split Blades to his sleeve.
Then, Han Xiao changed to another face and left the building

with a low
profile. He hid in the ruins and avoided the Germinal

Organization troops
before finding a new house and observing the situation, waiting
for an
opportunity.
“Hope it’s not players again,” Han Xiao mumbled.
…
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Flashes of white light appeared one after another. These players
revived at
the Germinal Organization battlefield revival point. They still had
not
realized what had happened, and their faces were filled with

confusion.
“How did I die?”
“Was there a bug‽”
They looked at the combat information on their interfaces hastily



??? has dealt 275 damage to you.
??? has dealt 267 damage to you.
You were killed by ???.

The players were all confused
What was this ‘???’?
…
Tuk tuk tuk!
A string of bullets was being fired at a super soldier of the
Germinal
Organization, hitting his exoskeleton.
“These monsters are too tough.” Fang Yun threw the firearm

aside and
waved his fists, launching a punch. It clashed with the

exoskeleton fist of
the super soldier and left a dent.
Super soldiers were not as strong as normal superhumans, but the
Germinal
Organization had improved this technology through many
experiments and
were able to mass produce the super soldiers. It was quite a
headache in the
battlefield for the Six Nations.
Fang Yun and his team worked together and defeated this super
soldier very
quickly. However, the sound of battle attracted other

superhumans of the
Germinal Organization, and a siege battle started. It was bloody
and
merciless.
Fang Yun’s team members fell one after another. Fang Yun was

besieged by
the super soldiers. He was wounded all everywhere, and blood

spilled out



of his mouth as he was moving.
A team member sacrificed himself and opened up a gap in the
siege. Fang
Yun dashed out without hesitation and ran with all his might with
people
chasing behind him.
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Fang Yun could not remember if he ran for ten or twenty minutes.
The
exhaustion and injuries were too much for him to endure. His legs
softened,
and he fell onto the ground. He had no strength left to even stand

up, but he
continued struggling and crawled forward.
Two Germinal Organization superhumans caught up. They
rubbed their fists
and walked toward Fang Yun with a ferocious smile on their faces.
Fang Yun clenched his teeth. These two people were the ones

who had
killed his team member earlier.
Both sides were building ruins, and there was nowhere to escape.
Fang Yun
stopped crawling and stared at the duo, squeezing every last bit

of strength
he had left, wanting to muster some energy and give the duo a

surprise
attack before he died.
They walked closer and closer, and when they were only ten

meters away, a
shadow appeared behind them. However, they did not notice at

all and
continued walking forward.
Fang Yun was stunned. The person was dressed like a refugee.



“What the…”
Blades hovered beside the refugee. With a flash of light, they
penetrated
these two from behind and went back and forth several times
within a blink
of an eye.
The faces of these two people froze. More than ten wounds

appeared on
their bodies the next second, and blood shot out like a fountain.
Fang Yun was completely shocked.
Two Germinal Organization superhumans had been killed
instantly by a
refugee!
“You…”
Before he finished his sentence, that shadow appeared in front of

him, and
the next moment his, vision became dark as he was knocked

unconscious.
Both at about level 30.
After seeing the combat information on the interface, Han Xiao

felt a sense
of lamentation. Level 30 had once been a chasm that he had

never been able
to cross, but now, he could kill them easily.
Han Xiao avoided the face so that he could still change into their
face. He
first took out the items on these two people’s body, including any
identification, then looked at their names and held onto them.
He pressed on his cheeks. A triangular scanning beam shot out

from in
between his brows and scanned the face of one of the corpses.
The
following moment, Han Xiao’s face became exactly the same.



He removed the clothes on the corpse and put them on. He then
listened to
the internal communication of the Germinal Organization troops
through
the headphones. They were sweeping up the rest of the

Stardragon soldiers.
Han Xiao pondered for a while before setting the two corpses on
fire and
throwing them aside. He left the Stardragon soldier alone.
Han Xiao had yet to leave when he heard a new message from the
headphones.
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“Attention, the enemies’ backup has arrived. There are
superhumans from
Division 13.”
“The enemies are too strong, fall back immediately.”
“I need backup. I’m at the West side of… fizz—”

Han Xiao’s eyes twinkled. This was just the right situation for him
to
infiltrate.
Following the sound of cannons and guns, Han Xiao came to the

battlefield.
He realized that the Germinal Organization troops had been
intercepted by
the backup team of Stardragon. The superhumans of both sides

were
clashing with each other. The agents of Division 13 had a steady

upper
hand. The targets hit by their bullets were covered in flames and

burnt—it
was a huge threat that made the people of the Germinal
Organization wary.
High-explosive rounds? Han Xiao’s eyes twinkled. Had the

high-explosive



rounds that he had given Stardragon before he left still not been
finished?
What he did not know was, after he left, Division 13 collected all

the
leftover high-explosive rounds, and after they burned three

workshops
trying to figure out its blueprint, they sealed them up as

important
resources, only giving them to their agents during very important

missions.
There was not anyone that he knew among these Division 13
agents, but
there were a few he might have seen once or twice. He was
reminded of Li
Yalin and the team. They had definitely been sent somewhere in

the
battlefield for missions. He wondered if they were still alive…

A Germinal Organization superhuman saw Han Xiao and yelled,
“Karius,
quickly come over and help!”
The unlucky guy that Han Xiao had changed into was called
Karius.
This yell also made the Stardragon people notice Han Xiao and
fired at him.
With his fast reactions, Han Xiao hastily dodged and left a

burning trail on
the ground behind him.
He rarely used high-explosive rounds anymore, and he did not

expect the
Division 13 to still be using them. After all, they were just his

leftovers.
Han Xiao did not want to be stalled, but trouble came looking for

him. A



Stardragon agent turned and headed his way. He dashed over,
covered in
flames, and took out a knife handle. It was the retractable knife
that Han
Xiao had built before.
“Hello Pugilist.” Han Xiao hooked his fingers. Compounded

Magnetic
Chain Split Blades flew out low on the ground and immediately
slashed
open the flesh of this Pugilist. He fell onto the ground the next

moment
while he was still charging toward Han Xiao. Han Xiao bolted

over and sent
him flying with a kick. He hit an SUV and the entire vehicle was

turned
over. This guy would probably spend half a year in bed for that

injury.
The Germinal Organization soldier that had called Han Xiao’s
name was
stunned.
Since when was Karius so strong‽
Just as he wanted to call Han Xiao for help, he saw that Han Xiao

had
knocked over the people obstructing the way and hopped into a
car,
immediately escaping.
The people of the Germinal Organization were stunned. Then
they realized
what had happened and all hastily jumped up the cars to escape.
They were
in an extremely disadvantageous position anyway. As soon as

someone
started something like this, there would be people that followed.
…
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The troops escaped back to the temporary base. The commander

immediately yelled and questioned them. The Germinal

Organization
soldiers hastily explained the situation. Han Xiao also said a few

words to
add on. No one suspected him, or rather, they did not have the

time to
suspect him. This temporary base was very hectic, so after the

commander
finished listening to the explanation, he immediately sent the

troops for
other missions.
After infiltrating the camp, Han Xiao collected intelligence

incautiously.
His plan was to get closer to the headquarters by continuously
changing his
identity. The most direct targets were those troops that headed in

the
direction of the headquarters.
Chapter 237: Infiltration 3
Han Xiao was asking around until night fell, when he found out

that a
supply convoy had transported a large number of munitions from
a resource
warehouse nearer to the headquarters. That convoy would be

returning in
twenty minutes.
Han Xiao located one of the drivers, changed his face, and lured

him out.
He cracked the driver’s neck when they were alone and then
changed into
his face and clothes. It was troublesome to get rid of the body, so
Han Xiao



found a very creative and not bloody way, which was to find a

player and
give him the mission to get rid of the body. Although he set his

identity to
be unknown in the mission, the players would not care at all—the

mission
was accepted immediately.
Convenient, Han Xiao thought. He had a new idea—the players

could be of
help for his infiltration.
Although the Germinal Organization players’ loyalty was fixed,
they still
had the freedom to accept missions, and the Germinal

Organization did not
know that.
Han Xiao received an order very soon after he disguised himself
as a driver
—the GPS in the car showed the route, so Han Xiao simply

followed the
convoy and arrived at the resources warehouse half a day later.
He then
used the same method to gain more intelligence.
After two days, Han Xiao finally arrived at a base near the

headquarters
after changing his identity many times.
The group of black bases could be seen far away, occupying as

much space
as a medium sized city. This was the Germinal Organization’s

headquarters,
but Han Xiao knew that the real core area was hidden
underground.
Han Xiao asked around from the soldiers there and found that it
was almost
impossible to enter the underground headquarters. Thus, he had



to find a
target with special identity.
…
Fang Yun woke up and realized that he was lying on a hospital
bed in a
medical tent. Around him were injured soldiers. Seeing that he

was awake,
the doctor walked to him and said, “I have treated your wounds.
You have
been unconscious for one day.”
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“How’s Mika Town?”
“The backup made it in time and defeated the enemies, but some

of them
escaped. They are now calculating the losses.”
“Let me take a look…” Fang Yun coughed weakly. The doctor
hastily
handed over the water bottle. Fang Yun grabbed it and took a

huge gulp
before gasping for air.
As a superhuman, he was treated very well. Someone brought the

battle
damage statistics very soon. Fang Yun browsed through

impatiently. Seeing
that all his teammates were confirmed to be dead, he was filled
with sorrow
and rage. He flipped to the death count of the enemy, and
suddenly, his
pupils constricted.
“One enemy is missing,” Fang Yun realized that the person

missing was
Karius. The superior sent the intel on the enemies shortly after in

video



form. Enemies were identified through matching screenshots of

the video
recorded during battle with the database, and most of the

superhumans in
the Germinal Organization were in the database.
“That’s him. The missing guy is called Karius. I saw him die with

my own
eyes.”
The superior frowned and said, “But according to our witness

intel, Karius
escaped and is alive, and we also didn’t find his body.”
Fang Yun felt a chill up his spine. He immediately recalled that

‘refugee’.
…
In the underground headquarters of Germinal Organization, the
leader was
looking at the tactical map in silence.
The source of this_chapter;
The map was marked with red and blue areas. Red was the Six

Nations’
forces, and blue was theirs. The blue was surrounded by red and

was only
getting smaller with time. This was the situation for the Germinal

Organization; they were at a total disadvantage. However, the
leader did not
care about the gains of losses of these areas. He did not put all

their forces
into the battlefield as he was discreetly preparing for a counter
attack.
However, it could not be carried out yet because he had to get rid

of Zero
who could ‘foresee’ first, or else the exposed plan would be

meaningless.



Although Destiny’s Child claimed that Zero would come to find
them, the
leader had to take care of some details. He purposely left some

gaps in the
deployment on the battlefield. Zero might take these routes if he

wanted to
infiltrate the headquarters, but the intel from the hidden scouts

disappointed
him again and again. There was no one who had infiltrated

through those
gaps.
The method Han Xiao used to infiltrate was unnoticed by the
leader.
The longer the leader waited, the more impatient he grew. The
ability to
‘foresee’ that Zero possessed was like a blade hanging on the
organization’s
head, and their actions were very restricted.
“Still not here…” The leader had asked the scouts as usual, but
the results
were disappointed once again. He started to doubt if Destiny’s

Child’s claim
had failed this time.
Because he really did not understand why Zero had to come to
the
headquarters, he could not figure out what Han Xiao’s goal was.
He never would have thought that Han Xiao’s target was Aurora.
That was
completely unexpected.
…
The pollution from the factories and the thick clouds painted the
sky gray,
and the clouds within ten miles looked like they were going to fall
any time.



The surface headquarters consisted of numerous bases, vehicles
travelled
within, and sentinels guarded every junction to check for

identifications.
The main base in the middle was an enormous metal fortress with
a
ferocious metal tower that penetrated into the sky.
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
The entrance was a large alloy gate. The side gates on both sides

were the
human entrance, and the vehicle entrance was in the middle,
more than
wide enough for three tanks to enter simultaneously. Helipads
were built on
top of the exterior walls—helicopters took off and landed from
time to time.
The entrance was very lively. Convoys were entering and leaving,
and rows
of guards stood on the side of the road and scanned the area to
maintain
safety.
One of the guards was Han Xiao in disguise. He turned his eyes

and
observed the surrounding environment.
The effect of the mask was outstanding. This method of

infiltration was
extremely stealthy. After changing his identity many times, he
finally got an
identity that could get him into the headquarters. In order to

become a
guard, Han Xiao had to patiently wait for a few days, and it went

without
saying what happened to the original owner of this identity; Han
Xiao had



never been one to have mercy in these times.
When the shift finally ended, Han Xiao followed the others into

the surface
headquarters. It was huge and spacious; it was more than ten

meters tall just
in the first level. After entering the door, a huge space came into

sights.
Things were being loaded onto their transportation, commanders

were
resting, it was lively and noisy, smoke from the operating engines

made the
air quality very bad.
The door of garage was at the West side, many ground

transportations were
parked inside, the doors at the other directions were for the
people.
Han Xiao knew the basic structure of the Germinal Organization
headquarters. The underground headquarters were connected

with the
surface headquarters. By authorizing one’s identity in the lift, one
could
enter the underground headquarters. Quite a number of people

had the
authority to enter the surface headquarters, including even some

players
belonging to the Germinal Organization. Han Xiao chose a

suitable target
and changed into the target’s identity in a discreet corner. He
then entered
the lift with his new identity card and scanned it on the reader.
The green
light turned on, and the lift stopped at an underground level. A
metal tunnel
came into Han Xiao’s sights after the doors opened, leading to the



underground headquarters.
He opened the doors and entered. The underground headquarters

were
intense and quiet—not lively like it was on the ground. One could
clearly
feel the intensity in the air. The members walking around all had

emotionless expressions and were in a quick pace. Everyone
looked busy.
Han Xiao’s eyes twinkled. He covered up the energy in his body

and acted
like a normal person. He then straightened his collar and started

walking
while planning for his next step.
He was already halfway to success now that he was in the
underground
headquarters!
That is what infiltration should be like.
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It was unwise for him to drag it for too long; he would be in a

very dire
position should his identity be exposed. He touched the

equipment bag and
felt a little safer.
The security measures had to be turned off through the central
computer
before he could save anyone in the headquarters, and he also had

to access
the central computer for another goal he had. Therefore, he
needed a
hostage that had the authority to operate the central computer.
Fortunately,
Han Xiao had kept someone in mind since very long ago.
Cyberlos.



Chapter 238: Nerve Connection 1
Han Xiao knew about Cyberlos in his previous life.
A high rank researcher of the Germinal Organization, research
fanatic,
known by the players because he was the one in charge of the
research that
turned Aurora into Aurora Jam. To him, he could only do more

experiments
if he was alive, so he could betray any organization without any

hesitation,
loyalty was worthless in his eyes.
Han Xiao was very confident that if he threatened Cyberlos, he
would
compromise for his life, provided no one saw them.
There was a small problem, however; the headquarters were
enormous, and
Han Xiao had no idea where Cyberlos was at the moment.
At this time, a player with a hovering ID able his head walked

past, so Han

Xiao had an idea.
“There are players in the underground headquarter too, I can try

to use
them.” Han Xiao thought.
Electrolux was on the way to submit a daily training mission.
Suddenly, a
Germinal Organization soldier appeared and stopped him. The
soldier
looked extremely ferocious yet was smiling friendly, like a
crocodile
laughing. The unlucky person that Han Xiao replaced looked too

rough.
Electrolux shivered and said, “what—what do you want?”



Han Xiao laughed friendly but made Electrolux feel a chill up his
spine. He
paused and said, “Hey there, I have a small matter that I need

your help
with.”
As he spoke, he set a mission and gave it out. The mission

requirement was
to find Cyberlos’ location. He wrote in the mission introduction

that he had
something urgent to report as if he really did. Since the players
would not
normally doubt the mission introduction, they would not suspect

anything.
Electrolux was pleasantly surprised. It was the first time that he

had
experienced a mission coming directly to him. Furthermore, the
reward was
quite rich, so he was tempted. Finding Cyberlos was very

easy—he could
only be in the lab.
“Ok, I’ll be back very soon.” Electrolux went to confirm.
Not long after, Han Xiao received the message that Cyberlos was

browsing
data in the experiment level.
Visit for a better_reading experience
Han Xiao’s eyes twinkled. He gave another mission to Electrolux

and asked
him to get him the map for the headquarters. It was difficult for
him to
acquire such a thing, but it was easy for the players in the

headquarters.
Electrolux did not suspect anything; he passed the map that he

had with him



to Han Xiao.
Han Xiao looked at it in details and nodded. He had plans for the

next step.
The experiment level occupied a very large area. Han Xiao came

to the
resting station of the researchers, used the Compounded Magnetic

Chain
Split Blades to block the camera in the corner temporarily, forced
open the
uniform box, took out a few white coats and masks, disguised
himself as a
research, and walked to the experiment level openly.
Cyberlos was in a large experiment lab at the time, ordering the

others to
test the performance of a group of super soldiers while he
browsed the data
on the computer. Seeing that there were many people there, Han
Xiao
pulled his mask, walked closer to Cyberlos discreetly, took out a

simple
detector, and scanned him roughly. The result was that he was
not wearing a
wire as expected. Cyberlos spent most of his time in the

headquarters, so he

was not very cautious and also did not have any guards following
him.
Han Xiao turned around and turned his back on Cyberlos, acting
like he
was arranging the data. He bent his finger. A blade hovered very

close to
the ground and flew into Cyberlos’ coat, touching against his

heart.
Cyberlos felt something cold near his chest. He hastily reached

out his



hands to his chest and felt a piece of thin metal. Shocked, he
immediately
wanted to unbutton his collar to check. It was at this moment that

he heard a
clear whisper despite the noisy surroundings.
“Quiet, don’t move, don’t yell, or this piece of blade will slice
open your
heart. Now, act like nothing happened and listen to my orders.
You don’t
listen, you die; you trigger the alarm, you also die.”
Cyberlos looked around; everyone looked like enemy to him. He
said softly,
“Calm down, what do you want me to do?”
He did not dare fight back because he was worried for his life.
“Leave the lab, act normal.”
“Ok, don’t do anything to me.” Cyberlos took a few deep breaths

and said
loudly, “You guys continue the experiment; I have something to

attend to.”
After he finished saying that, he walked to the door without

raising the
other researchers’ suspicion. Han Xiao paused for a while and

followed
behind Cyberlos.
The two came to the corridor. Cyberlos saw Han Xiao behind him

and knew
that this was the person who threatened him. He sized him up

and said
softly, “What else do you want me to do?”
Updated_at
“Bring me to the central computer. I need your authorization.
Don’t try to
pull of any tricks; I can penetrate your heart in less than 0.1



second if
anything abnormal happens.”
“I won’t,” Cyberlos said as he felt the coldness on his chest. Then
he calmed
his mind and lead the way. He was not a soldier; his life was more

important than anything to him. He knew that he had no choice

but to
compromise, so he was not willing to take the risk of triggering

the alarm.
They met quite many Germinal Organization members on the
way, and
Cyberlos acted very naturally, nodding as usual. Han Xiao

followed behind.
The others had no suspicion and thought that he was Cyberlos’
assistant.
After entering an empty corridor, Cyberlos looked carefully at

Han Xiao’s
face and suddenly said softly, “I see you had a surgery on your

face, Zero.”
Han Xiao was shocked. How did he figure out my identity?
“In order to catch you, the leader has planted an inescapable trap.
Countless
Executive Officers are on standby, ready to act anytime, and here

you are as
expected.”
Han Xiao’s expression changed a little in disbelief. The leader had
set up an
ambush and waited for him, which meant that he knew he would

sneak in‽
How is this possible‽
I haven’t told anyone about my plan!
Does the leader have someone who can predict the future? Does

that mean I



am already in siege at the moment?
Han Xiao was perplexed at the time, but he hastily calmed

himself down.
Then he noticed something wrong. If the leader really knew his

goal, he
could not have snuck in this easily. That meant that the leader

had limited
knowledge and did not even know he had the ability to infiltrate
through
changing his face, which explained why there were no preventive

measures.
Han Xiao instantaneously thought of the gap between the
deployment
layout of the Germinal Organization and was now sure that it was
a trap.
Although he had many questions, since Cyberlos had mentioned

the matter,
Han Xiao knew what he meant. Han Xiao suppressed his killing

intent and
said in a low voice, “Tell me everything you know. I will consider
letting
you live.”
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Feeling the cold and piercing murderous intent, Cyberlos’ back
was soaked
in cold sweat. He forced himself to calm down and said, “This is
all the
prediction of Destiny’s Child.”
Destiny’s Child? Han Xiao frowned. He had never heard of such a
person in
the Germinal Organization.
“Destiny’s Child’s ability might be foreseeing the future; it might

also be



deciding the future. We are unsure as well. He said you will walk

into the
trap yourself…” Cyberlos described everything from the
beginning—
Destiny’s Child’s ability, the prediction about Han Xiao, the
leader’s plans,
and other things. For the sake of his own life, he poured out

everything he
knew.
There is someone like that hidden in the Germinal Organization?
Han Xiao
was shocked. There was no information about this person in his

previous
life. It seemed like this was the Germinal Organization’s deepest

secret. If
Destiny’s Child could influence the future, did that mean his

thought of
saving Aurora could have been forced upon him?
Suddenly, he felt a strong need to kill Destiny’s Child.
The mind was one’s palace—anyone would be extremely furious
if it was
invaded.
Many abilities could influence the mind—psychic, magic,
Esper—and there
were even similar natural phenomenon in the universe. The
Psychic
Current, for one, was made up of thoughts, emitting waves that

affected the
mind, travelling in the universe unseen, causing any life form that

passes by
to hear ‘voices’ from the Psychic Current and thus get influenced.
However, after some pondering, Han Xiao felt this guess was way

too
unbelievable because he already had thought about saving



Aurora when he
first saw Hila more than one year ago, and he had analyzed the

reasons for
doing so, which were all beneficial to himself. It did not feel like

he was
influenced to do it at all; furthermore, saving Aurora was not the
only
motive he had for infiltrating the Germinal Organization
headquarters.
There had to be limitations to Destiny’s Child’s abilities, or at
least it had a
limited effect on him. However, he did come to Germinal

Organization
headquarters alone as predicted, and that had him relieved and

worried at
the same time.
He finally understood how dreadful it was to have an enemy that
might be
able to predict the future. Suddenly, he felt the leader’s pain.
I have made the Germinal Organization suffer so much; the leader
probably
wants to skin me alive.
From what Cyberlos had said, Han Xiao knew that there was a

large
number of Executive Officers and troops hidden in the
headquarters at the
moment, all waiting to ambush him, and as soon as anything

happened, a
siege could be formed any time. He was in a rather dire situation.
However, Han Xiao also noticed the huge advantage that he had,
which was
that the leader only knew he would come, not when he would

come or what
was his goal.
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Seems like I still have the upper hand, but I can’t drag this any

longer. It’ll
be best to complete the goal and leave immediately.
If he could complete the mission and leave without raising the
alarm, it
would be the best result.
Also, he made a mental note of Destiny’s Child.
Chapter 239: Nerve Connection 2
The central computer room was located at the core area of the
headquarters.
It stored a large amount of confidential information. Cyberlos had
the
necessary authority, so he turned off the defense measures and

brought Han
Xiao into the central computer room.
Rows of large hard drives were placed neatly like a bookshelf.
Indicator
lights flashed continuously, and at the end of the central

computer room was
the monitor and the controls. The room was simpler than the

underground
central computer room of Stardragon Division 13.
Cyberlos turned on the central computer, keyed in the password,
then
identified his fingerprint and scanned his retinas. There was
actually a
secret alarm measure in this step, where one set of passwords
would
activate the alarm in the event that a high-ranked official was

threatened.
However, Cyberlos did not plan to do such thing for the sake of

his own



safety.
He believed that Han Xiao could kill him easily before being
caught, and he

did not want to take the risk.
Thus, this alarm measure was useless to him.
Cyberlos was lawless and extremely daring when doing
experiments, but
when something concerned his life, he was a total coward.
“What do you want to see?” Cyberlos asked.
“Full map of the headquarters,” Han Xiao said.
Cyberlos controlled the computer, and the construction map of

the
headquarters showed up on the screen.
Han Xiao took out Viper’s helmet from his equipment bag, took a
photo of
the map, and stored it into the database to create a 3D model

automatically.
At the same time, he was also memorizing the map, quickly
locating where
Aurora was imprisoned.
Thinking about the Destiny’s Child mentioned earlier, Han Xiao

was a little
tempted to see what that was about, but Cyberlos said that only

the leader
had the authority to open the gate toward the Destiny’s Child.
Thus, Han
Xiao had to let go of that idea.
“Open your confidential intelligence database,” Han Xiao said.
Cyberlos did as he was told. The secrets were laid out right in

front of Han
Xiao.
Gathering this intelligence was the other reason he had come to
the



Germinal Organization headquarters. He had changed the

original storyline,
so it was only natural that there would be secrets that he did not
know.
Furthermore, he had just been a player in his previous life, so he

did not
have information on things like experiment stats, deployment

plans, and
such.
Han Xiao saw the exoskeleton structure of the super soldiers, it
did indeed
use the technology from the light Heroal arm he once had left
behind,
they were basically just using his leftovers.
Han Xiao recorded all the intelligence, especially the detailed

information
regarding the Hand of Death system. Giving all this to the Six

Nations
could create incomparable advantages for them and eliminate the
Germinal
Organization’s last resort. The more useful the intel he

contributed, the more

progress he would made in his mission.
That was not all.
The Six Nations and the Germinal Organization both had a part of
the class
advancement knowledge—opportunities like this did not come
very often.
His target was indeed the class advancement knowledge!
For more_novel, visit
Han Xiao always like to maximize his benefits. Saving Aurora was
not his
only goal; intel and class advancement knowledge were, too.



“Open the knowledge database,” Han Xiao said.
Class advancement knowledge of Pugilist, Esper, and Hero

showed up
on the screen. Han Xiao let out a long exhale upon seeing that

class
knowledge. He was excited deep down—he could finally gain

new class
advancement knowledge after so many months.
The Hero class advancement knowledge the Germinal
Organization
had was [Nerves Connection] of the ‘control’ branch.

Hero class advancement knowledge detected: [Nerves

Connection].
Spend 2 potential points to learn?

Advertisement

“Confirm.”

Learning in progress. Do not cancel.
5%…. 43%… 78%…
Successfully learned! You have learned [Nerves Connection]!

Han Xiao closed his eyes and felt the new knowledge appeared in
his mind.
Like the name suggested, [Nerves Connection] was an important

technology related to biological machinery. By reading the nerve
signal
from a life form, machinery could be controlled with one’s mind,
increasing
the reaction speed several levels. Having new advanced class

knowledge



meant that the number of possible knowledge combinations
increased, and
he could fuse many more blueprints. It was a direct benefit to him.
Finally, I have the second class advancement knowledge after the

one from
Stardragon about a year ago.
Han Xiao did not stop there. He also recorded the class

advancement
knowledges for Pugilist and Esper. Although he could not use

them, he
could sell them to the players in the future and profit a lot from it.
Controlling the source would give him a monopoly over the
technology and
attract the players. Furthermore, these were the core abilities for
the players,
so selling them would not be a problem.
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When the level of the players was higher, they would start to

need class
advancement knowledge, and when they realized that they could

buy from
Han Xiao…
Han Xiao started to worry if he could take that level of popularity.
Intel and knowledge, it was a lot of profit.
Cyberlos was watching from the side all the time. Suddenly, he
felt a chill
and asked while shivering, “You… are you an Inhuman?”
Through their research, the organizations had realized that the

Inhuman had
the ability to learn things very quickly, and Han Xiao’s actions

earlier were
a little suspicious, so Cyberlos suddenly thought of this possibility.
Han Xiao had an evil idea. He laughed and misleadingly said,



“What do
you think?”
Cyberlos suddenly felt a chill around his hands and feet.
The arch enemy of the organization was an undead Inhuman,
then what was
the point of opposing him?
Sh*t!
What the hell!
Damn it!
“But… you appeared much earlier than the Inhumans…” Before
Cyberlos
finished his sentence, he became extremely shocked and looked

at Han
Xiao as if he was looking at a ghost.
Is Zero actually the first Inhuman‽ Was the Inhuman
phenomenon actually
spread by Zero and his ability‽
Not bothering about Cyberlos, whose thoughts diverged further

and further
from the truth, Han Xiao checked the intelligence and made sure

it was
correct before asking, “Is there a self-destruction program in

your central
computer?”
“Who would be so stupid to set a self-destruction function in the

headquarters? That’s crazy…” Cyberlos wiped away his sweat.
Viper completed the 3D map at that moment, so everything was

ready. Han
Xiao pulled Cyberlos up and yelled, “Turn off all the defense

measures of
area A-4. Freeze all the surveillance cameras.”
Cyberlos did as he was told hastily, then it occurred to him…

Area A-4,



isn’t that where the little girl with the vital power ability is
imprisoned?
“What do you want to do?”
“I want that little girl. Let’s go.” Han Xiao left the central

computer room
while pushing Cyberlos.
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Cyberlos was stunned. He could understand why Han Xiao

wanted the intel,
but Aurora was the organization’s top secret. Han Xiao had not

looked into
details of the intelligence he just received, so it was like he knew

it all
along.
Was the reason that Han Xiao chose him to be the hostage also
because he
knew that he would cooperate?
Cyberlos felt a chill up his spine.
The feeling of being completely exposed was a fear that deeply
penetrated
into his bones, devouring his mind.
…
Cyberlos was very good cover. They came to area A-4 without

any
problem. After walking past the twisted corridors, they finally

came to the
tunnel toward the prison Aurora was in. The defense measures

had already
been turned off.
The duo arrived at the gate, and the guards stopped them.
“Open the gate.” Cyberlos tried to be as calm as possible.
“Cyberlos, I didn’t receive any authorization,” the guards said

with



confusion.
“Just the routine blood draw.”
“But someone is already drawing the blood…” the guards said
hesitantly.
However, when they saw that Cyberlos was losing his patience,
they still
opened the gate.
Walking into the room, Han Xiao finally saw Aurora. She was
petite and
skinny. Her skin was the kind of pale that had not been under the

sun for
years. She was locked in the room with glass walls, like an animal

in a zoo.
The little girl was cowering in the corner and hugging her knees.
She
looked at the people in white coats outside with fear. These
people were
pushing a small trolley full of tools and preparing for the blood
draw.
Aurora vividly remembered the pain of the blood draw, and it

was going to
happen again today. She bit her lips and hoped that the waiting

could last
forever. However, she knew that these people would enter the

room sooner
or later and insert a needle into her blood vessels and bones while
she
helplessly watched her life force turn into a red torrent and leave
her body
in a tube.
Aurora had fantasized that her older sister would save her from
this fate, but
she knew that was too much to ask. She did not want her sister to

be in



danger just to save her, so all she could do was look happy and

optimistic in
front of Hila—only then would Hila not feel even worse and feel
less
stressed.
At this time, she saw the gate open once again. Two people

walked in. Then
she could only see a few white lights flashing before she saw the
people in
white coat and the guards fall onto the floor with blood spurting
out from
their bodies.
Aurora blinked with confusion. She stared blankly as the glass

wall that
stood between her and freedom was opened easily.
A ferocious looking weird uncle walked in and reached out
toward her.
“I’m here to save you, follow me.”
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Aurora froze in place. She had fantasized and dreamed of this

moment, but
when freedom finally came, she was lost.
Chapter 240: Shock
Aurora looked at the hands that reached out for her before raising
her head
to look into Han Xiao’s eyes.
“Why are you here to save me?” she asked timidly.
Han Xiao pondered and said, “You can take it as I’m just a

warm-hearted
person.”
“Who are you?” Aurora turned her head sideways.
“You can call me Zero,” Han Xiao said casually.
Aurora’s wet and large eyes were filled with surprise. “So, you’re



Uncle
Zero.”
Han Xiao squinted his eyes. Being called uncle made him felt like

he was
abducting a little girl.
Cyberlos hesitated before speaking up. “She went through
brainwashing.
You should take note of that if you want to save her.”
Brainwash?
He knew about this rumor, but Aurora’s expression did not look

like she
was brainwashed. Han Xiao’s eyes twinkled, and he said, “Tell
me more.”
“We have many methods of brainwash,” Cyberlos said softly,
“such as the
destructive one that will recreate one’s personality or the gentle
one that
twists their thoughts. We have also been researching on chips

recently…
although there has yet to be any progress.”
“Which method was used on me?” Han Xiao said with interest.
Cyberlos was immediately covered in cold sweat. He braced
himself and
said, “I saw your documents before. When we found you, you
were already
severely injured, delirious, and had clear signs of memory loss.
When you
became a test subject, because of the importance of your brain

and the fact
that you were already in such a state, we used the gentle

brainwashing
method.”
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This was within Han Xiao’s expectations. Back then, he had been

tormented
for quite some time by conflicting images and sounds that could
be nullified
if his Intelligence was just higher than ten. He figured that it was

not any
sort of destructive method. Anyway, it was in the past, and Han

Xiao did
not particularly care about it. “What about her?”
“Her elder sister is a strong Executive Officer. Her ability is very

unique—
she holds a special position and has contributed a lot to the
organization.
Because of that, Aurora’s brainwash was an even more gentle

method. Her
personality and mind remained unchanged. However, if she hears
a set of
specific words, her brainwashed personality will take over, and
she will
follow orders strictly,” Cyberlos said.
Han Xiao understood roughly. Although Aurora was important,
there would
not be any accidents since she was completely under control. Her
sister,
Hila, was a sharp blade, so they left Aurora’s personality

unchanged as a
way to order Hila. Getting rid of the brainwashed personality

would not be
a problem; since Aurora was just a weak little girl, Han Xiao just

had to
knock her unconscious if her brainwashed personality was
awakened.
At that moment, Han Xiao realized something. “Wait a minute,
how do you



know me?”
“My elder sister told me about your story.”
That’s weird, what did Hila mention me for? Han Xiao thought.
This little
girl seemed to be rather friendly toward him, which was really

weird since
they should be enemies. He wondered what Hila had told her.
Aurora stood up wobbly, put her hand in Han Xiao’s hand, and
said, “Thank
you for saving me. Please bring me away.”
Han Xiao was interested. “Aren’t you afraid that I will use you

like the
Germinal Organization?”
“My older sister said, no matter how dangerous the future is, it
will be
better than now.” Aurora raised her head. Her innocent face was
filled with
seriousness.
Seeing that Aurora was so understanding, Han Xiao was relieved.
His
understanding of Aurora was only limited to the rumors in his
previous life.
There had been a side mission to investigate the source of the
drug that
Aurora was made into, and through that, the players came to

know about
Aurora.
Therefore, he did not know Aurora’s personality, and he did not

expect
things to go so smoothly.
There would be plenty of opportunities to improve their
relationship later
on, and now was obviously not a good place and time.



The surveillance cameras of this area were frozen, and it would

be found
out sooner or later. Thus, time was scarce.
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Han Xiao moved the bodies in, took off the white coat and mask

from one
of them, and gave them to Aurora for disguise. Aurora followed
his
instructions.
Han Xiao only felt how truly skinny Aurora was when he touched
her—it
was pitiful. However, Han Xiao did not have any needless

emotions. After
he disguised her, he turned and yelled at Cyberlos, “Bring us to

the
underground tunnel, and I promise not to kill you once we’re safe.
The Six
Nations likes people with your abilities—you should still be able
to receive
funding for your research over there.”
The escape route was definitely not going to be the main gate
now that
Aurora was with them. The underground headquarters were

connected to
many underground tunnels. The tunnels were railway tracks that

transported
resources and people, and they spread out like a spider’s web.
The plan was to take Cyberlos as a hostage, use his authority, and
leave the
headquarters from the underground tunnel, hopefully with

Cyberlos
cooperating willingly. That was why Han Xiao gave him such a

promise.
Although Cyberlos did not want to leave the research that he had



in the
Germinal Organization behind, he also did not want to die. So,
Han Xiao’s
solution was acceptable, and he even felt relieved.
The Germinal Organization was a sinking ship—to be able to
change a side
at this time might be a better choice.
As they were going to head out, Han Xiao suddenly stopped. He
realized
that the small body size of Aurora would attract too much
attention even
with a disguise. He thought for a moment and took out an empty

single
shoulder equipment bag. “Get in.”
Aurora did as she was told and climbed into the bag.
As the zip closed, her vision became dark. She could only feel

herself being
lifted and moved.
“Sister…” Aurora cowered in the bag, closed her hands in front

of her
chest, and prayed.
…
The three of them quickly passed various levels and headed
toward the
underground tunnel.
At the same time, the leader, who was listening to the battlefield

analysis,
suddenly took out his phone.
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“The central computer was browsed by Cyberlos. A lot of

confidential
information was gone through…” The leader narrowed his eyes
and raised
suspicion. He said to the assistant, “Find Cyberlos’ location and



show the
surveillance camera footage on my laptop.”
Then, the leader operated his laptop and entered the central

computer
system through a backdoor command. He looked at the browsing

history
and immediately noticed that Cyberlos had turned off all the
defensive
measures. The surveillance camera footage could be seen, too.
Cyberlos had
entered the central computer room with another person.
The leader’s eyes became sharp and cold. He was immediately

able to
deduct that Cyberlos was under duress, and this stranger was

most likely
Zero. He did not step into his traps and snuck in another way.
“Well… don’t think about leaving now that you’re here.” The

leader sent out
orders immediately. “Send all the nearby Executive Officers to

surround
Area C-11 and the entrances of underground tunnels 3 to 11. Do
it secretly
and don’t raise any attention.”
The leader did not turn on the alarm in the headquarters. He
wanted to
secretly trap Zero to make sure he was dead.
At a lounge in the underground headquarters, a group of

Executive Officers
played poker out of boredom.
“It’s so damn boring to standby every day. How I wish to go to

the
battlefield,” someone lamented.
“What’s good about the battlefield? There’s danger everywhere.
With these



Inhumans and super soldiers, there’s no need for us to put our

lives at
stake,” someone sneered.
“Super soldiers are a group of monsters that are even more
disgusting than
the Inhumans. They’re a bunch of half-completed trash,”
someone derided.
The normal superhumans looked down on those mass-produced
soldiers.
At the side, Hila sat on the sofa with an indifferent expression and
rested
with closed eyes. Her coldness stopped people from approaching,
and she
did not approach anyone either; she was not part of the lively
atmosphere.
All of a sudden, Hila opened her eyes and turned her head in a

specific
direction. The coldness on her face was gone, replaced by shock

and rage in
her eyes.
The Life Mark that she had left on Aurora moved!
These Executive Officer suddenly received orders from their
superiors, and
before it was finished, they heard a loud blast. As they looked up,
they saw
that the gate was shattered. Hila had already turned into a

high-speed, darkred shadow and disappeared at the end of the

corridor.
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